COMMUNITY SCOUTING PROJECTS

Welcome all scouters:

The Cumberland Land Trust has a long history of working with scout groups. Whether you are Girl Scout, Boy Scout, Venturer, Sea Scout, individual or unit; we will try to accommodate your needs. We have scout trained board members who can assist you with projects, service hours, merit badges, and proper use of our properties.

In the recent past we have had many Eagle projects benefiting the candidate as well as the Land Trust:

- Building stairs on a difficult trail,
- Trail clearing and blazing,
- Building picnic tables and benches,
- Birdhouses for migrating species,
- Plantings and gardens,
- Weather tight map boxes at trailheads.

Some future projects in the pipeline:

- Walkways over damp areas,
- Thinning out invasive plant species in sensitive areas,
- Bridge over seasonally wet trail crossing,
- Ladders over historical walls,
- More trail clearing and blazing.

Plans for future interaction:

- Getting units to adopt trails for semi annual cleanups,
- Identifying locations where units could campout with permission,
- Inviting units to “workshops” on the environment, proper land stewardship, and other topics of interest,
- Educating units to the scope and benefits of local trails.

Come join us in the outdoors for pleasure, exercise, discovery, beauty, service and challenges right near your home!
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